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Abstract. We give a series of three identification schemes. All of them
are basically 2-round interactive proofs of ability to complete DiﬃeHellman tuples. Despite their simple protocols, the second and the third
schemes are proven secure against concurrent man-in-the-middle attacks
based on tight reduction to the Gap Computational Diﬃe-Hellman Assumption without the random oracle. In addition, they are more eﬃcient
than challenge-and-response 2-round identification schemes from previously known EUF-CMA signature schemes in the standard model.
Our first scheme is similar to half the operation of Diﬃe-Hellman
Key-Exchange. The first scheme is secure only against two-phase attacks based on strong assumptions. Applying the tag framework, and
employing a strong one-time signature for the third scheme, we get the
preferable schemes above.
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Introduction

An identification (ID) scheme enables a prover to convince a verifier that
the prover is certainly itself by proving possession of some secret identifying information. In public key framework the prover holds a secret key
and the verifier refers to a matching public key. They interact for some
rounds doing necessary computations until the verifier feels certain.
Most of ID schemes, such as the Guillou-Quisquater scheme [14] and
the Schnorr scheme [21], are proofs of knowledge which belong to a class
called Σ-protocols [8]. A Σ-protocol consists of 3-round interaction and
satisfies the special soundness property. By the property it is possible to
extract witness of the prover via its adversary (the Reset Lemma [5]).
But when we depend on the property we must give up tight reduction to
computational hardness assumptions in its security proofs.
As for attacks on ID schemes, if someone malicious can impersonate
a prover then the ID scheme collapses. So the prime requirement for ID

schemes is robustness against impersonation by adversaries who attack
various cheating ways. Among attacks a concurrent man-in-the-middle
attack is one of the strongest threat. In concurrent man-in-the-middle
composition, while trying to impersonate a prover, an adversary may
interacts with prover clones in arbitrarily interleaved order of messages.
1.1

Our Contribution

This paper addresses to the problem to construct ID schemes secure
against concurrent man-in-the-middle attacks. Unlike the known schemes,
our principle is neither Σ-protocols nor proofs of knowledge, but are
proofs of ability ([13]) to complete Diﬃe-Hellman tuples.
The first scheme is like half the operation of Diﬃe-Hellman KeyExchange and consists of 2-round interaction. Three exponentiations and
one multiplication are build into the first scheme along the idea for the
tag-based encryption scheme of Kiltz [17]. A string “tag” is assumed to
be given to a prover and a verifier by the first round. To leave the tag
framework, the CHK transformation [9] is applied to the second scheme;
a strong one-time signature is build in to get the third scheme. The second and the third schemes are proven secure against concurrent man-inthe-middle attacks based on tight reduction to the Gap Computational
Diﬃe-Hellman (Gap-CDH) Assumption in the standard model.
As for eﬃciency, our schemes need less computational amount than
that of EUF-CMA signature schemes in the standard model. More precisely, using EUF-CMA signature schemes or IND-CCA encryption schemes,
we can construct challenge-and-response 2-round ID schemes secure against
concurrent man-in-the-middle attacks ([3]). However, note that known efficient such schemes are proven secure only in the random oracle model,
or, in the standard model, they need heavy exponentiations or pairing
computations under some artificial number theoretic assumptions, such
as the Strong Diﬃe-Hellman (SDH) Assumption ([2, 24, 18]).
Though each technique is already known, the second and the third
schemes are so secure and eﬃcient that we establish them in this paper.
1.2

Related Works

Our first, prototype scheme is similar to the scheme of Stinson and Wu
[22, 23]. They proved it secure in the random oracle model under the
CDH and the Knowledge-of-Exponent Assumption (KEA) [11]. Unlike
theirs, we provide a security proof in the standard model. Although the
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assumptions utilized, the KEA and the Gap Discrete Logarithm (GapDL) Assumption, are fairly strong, we stress that the first scheme is a
steppingstone towards the second and the third schemes.
Concerning man-in-the-middle attacks, Katz [15] constructed a nonmalleable proof of knowledge. It is basically a Σ protocol. It utilizes the
so-called OR-Proof technique and is rather complicated.
Gennaro [12] constructed a concurrently non-malleable proof of knowledge. It is also a Σ protocol. The security proof is based on “strong-type”
assumption (the SDH or the Strong RSA).
Concerning tight reduction to computational hardness assumptions,
Arita and Kawashima [1] proposed an ID scheme whose security proof
is based on tight reduction to the One More Discrete Log (OMDL) [5]
type assumption and the KEA. Here the KEA is considered a strong
assumption and our first scheme also depends on the KEA. But our second
and third schemes succeed in leaving the KEA.
1.3

Organization of This Paper

In the next section we fix some notations. We briefly review the model
of attacks on ID schemes, then we describe computational hardness assumptions. In Section 3 we discuss the first, prototype ID scheme. Our
main results, the second and the third schemes and their security, are
presented in Section 4 and 5, respectively. In Section 6 we conclude our
work.

2

Preliminaries

The empty string is denoted ϕ. The security parameter is denoted k.
On input 1k a group parameter generater Grp runs and outputs (q, g),
where q is a prime of bit length k and g is a base element of order q in
a multiplicative cyclic group Gq . Gq is a general cyclic group of order q
throughout this paper. The ring of exponent domain of Gq , which consists
of integers from 0 to q − 1 with modulo q operation, is denoted Zq .
When an algorithm A on input a outputs z we denote it as z ← A(a).
When A on input a and B on input b interact and B outputs z we denote it
as ⟨A(a), B(b)⟩ = z. When A does oracle-access to an oracle O we denote
it as AO . When A does concurrent oracle-access to n oracles O1 , . . . , On we
denote it as AO1 |···|On . Here concurrent means that A accesses to oracles
in arbitrarily interleaved order of messages.
A probability of an event X is denoted Pr[X]. A probability of an event
X on conditions Y1 , . . . , Ym is denoted Pr[Y1 ; · · · ; Ym : X].
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2.1

ID Schemes

An ID scheme ID is a triple of probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) algorithms (K, P, V). K is a key generater which outputs a pair of a public
key and a matching secret key (pk, sk) on input 1k . P and V implement a
prover and a verifier, recpectively. We require ID to satisfy the completeness condition that boolean decision output by V(pk) after interaction
with P(sk) is one with probability one. We say that V(pk) accepts if its
boolean decision is one.

2.2

Attacks on ID Schemes

The aim of an adversary A on an ID scheme ID is impersonation. We say
that A wins when A(pk) succeeds in making V(pk) accept.
Attacks on ID schemes are divided into two kinds. One is passive
and the other is active. We are concentrating on active attacks. Active
attacks are divided into four patterns according to whether they are serial
or concurrent and whether they are two-phase or man-in-the-middle.
Firstly a concurrent attack ([3, 5]) means that an adversary A(pk)
interacts with polynomially many clones Pi (sk)s of the prover P(sk) in
arbitrarily interleaved order of messages. Here all prover clones Pi (sk)s
are given independent random tapes and independent inner states. A
serial attack is a special case that an adversary A(pk) interacts with the
prover clone P(sk) arbitrary times, but with only one clone at a time. So
concurrent attacks are stronger than serial attacks.
Secondly a two-phase attack ([3, 5]) means that an adversary A consists of two algorithms (A1 , A2 ). In the first phase, the learning phase, A1
starts with input pk, interacts with prover clones Pi (sk)s and outputs its
inner state. In the second phase, the impersonation phase, A2 starts with
input the state, interacts with the verifier V(pk) and tries to make V(pk)
accept. On the other hand, a man-in-the-middle attack means that an
adversary A starts with input pk, interacts with both Pi (sk)s and V(pk)
simultaneously in arbitrarily interleaved order of messages. So man-inthe-middle attacks are stronger than two-phase attacks.
Note that man-in-the-middle adversary A is prohibited from relaying
a transcript of a whole interaction. This is the standard and natural
rule when we consider a man-in-the-middle attack. Denote the set of
transcripts between Pi (sk)s and A(pk) as Π and a transcript between
A(pk) and V(pk) as π, then the rule is described as π ̸∈ Π.
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We define imp-2pc (impersonation by two-phase concurrent attack)
advantage of A = (A1 , A2 ) over ID as;
def

P (sk)|···|Pn (sk)

Advimp-2pc
(k) = Pr[(pk, sk) ← K(1k ); st ← A11
ID,A

(pk)

: ⟨A2 (st), V(pk)⟩ = 1].
We say that ID is secure against two-phase concurrent attacks if, for any
PPT algorithm A, Advimp-2pc
(k) is negligible in k.
ID,A
In an analogous way, we define imp-cmim (impersonation by concurrent man-in-the-middle (cmim) attack) advantage of A over ID as;
def

Advimp-cmim
(k) = Pr[(pk, sk) ← K(1k )
ID,A
: ⟨AP1 (sk)|···|Pn (sk) (pk), V(pk)⟩ = 1 ∧ π ̸∈ Π].
We say that an ID is secure against concurrent man-in-the-middle attacks
if, for any PPT algorithm A, Advimp-cmim
(k) is negligible in k.
ID,A
2.3

Tag-Based ID Schemes

A tag-based ID scheme TagID works in the same way as an ordinary
scheme ID except that a string tag t is a priori given to P and V by the
first round. An interaction depends on the given tag t.
As for attacks, the selective-tag attack is considered in this paper,
referring to the line of Kiltz [17]. That is, an attack on TagID by an
adversary A is modeled in the same way as on ID except that, an adversary
A designates a target tag t∗ firstly, and then A gets a public key pk. A
gives a tag ti (̸= t∗ ) to each Pi (sk) and t∗ to V(pk)
We define selective-tag imp-cmim advantage of A over TagID as;
Advstag-imp-cmim
(k) = Pr[(pk, sk) ← K(1k ); t∗ ← A(1k )
TagID,A
def

: ⟨AP1 (t1 ,sk)|···|Pn (tn ,sk) (pk), V(t∗ , pk)⟩ = 1 ∧ (ti ̸= t∗ , ∀i)].
We say that TagID is secure against selective-tag concurrent man-in-themiddle attacks if, for any PPT algorithm A, Advstag-imp-cmim
(k) is negTagID,A
ligible in k.
2.4

Computational Hardness Assumptions

We say a solver S, an algorithm, wins when S succeeds in solving a
computational problem instance.
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The Gap-CDH Assumption A quadruple (g, X, Y, Z) of elements in
Gq is called a Diﬃe-Hellman (DH) tuple if (g, X, Y, Z) is written as
(g, g x , g y , g xy ) for some elements x and y ∈ Zq . A CDH problem instance
consists of (q, g, X = g x , Y = g y ), where the exponents x and y are hidden.
The CDH oracle CDH is an oracle which, queried about a CDH problem
instance (q, g, X, Y ), answers Z = g xy . A DDH problem instance consists of (q, g, X, Y, Z). The DDH oracle DDH is an oracle which, queried
about a DDH problem instance (q, g, X, Y, Z), answers a boolean decision
whether (g, X, Y, Z) is a DH-tuple or not. A CDH problem solver is a PPT
algorithm which, given a random CDH problem instance (q, g, X, Y ) as
input, tries to return Z = g xy . A CDH problem solver S that is allowed
to access DDH arbitrary times is called a Gap-CDH problem solver. We
consider the following experiment.
k
Experimentgap-cdh
Grp,S (1 )

(q, g) ← Grp(1k ), x, y ← Zq , X := g x , Y := g y
If S DDH (q, g, X, Y ) outputs Z = g xy then return WIN else LOSE.
Then we define Gap-CDH advantage of S over Grp as;
def

gap-cdh k
Advgap-cdh
Grp,S (k) = Pr[ExperimentGrp,S (1 ) returns WIN].

We say that the Gap-CDH assumption [20] holds when, for any PPT
algorithm S, Advgap-cdh
Grp,S (k) is negligible in k.
The Gap-DL Assumption A discrete log (DL) problem instance consists of (q, g, X = g x ), where the exponent x is hidden. A DL problem
solver is a PPT algorithm which, given a random DL problem instance
(q, g, X) as input, tries to return x. A DL problem solver S that is allowed to access CDH arbitrary times is called a Gap-DL problem solver.
We consider the following experiment.
k
Experimentgap-dl
Grp,S (1 )

(q, g) ← Grp(1k ), x ← Zq , X := g x
∗

If S CDH (q, g, X) outputs x∗ and g x = X then return WIN else LOSE.
Then we define Gap-DL advantage of S over Grp as;
def

gap-dl k
Advgap-dl
Grp,S (k) = Pr[ExperimentGrp,S (1 ) returns WIN].
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We say that the Gap-DL assumption holds when, for any PPT algorithm
S, Advgap-dl
Grp,S (k) is negligible in k.
Though the Gap-DL assumption is considered fairly strong, it is believed to hold for a certain class of cyclic groups [19].
The Knowledge-of-Exponent Assumption Bellare and Palacio [6]
and Canetti and Dakdouk [7, 10] discussed the Knowledge-of-Exponent
Assumption (KEA) [11]. Informally, the KEA says that, given a randomly
chosen h ∈ Gq as input, a PPT algorithm H can extend (g, h) as a DHtuple (g, h, X, D) only when H knows the exponent x of X = g x . The
formal definition is as follows.
Let H and H′ be any PPT algorithms and W be any distribution. H
and H′ take input of the form (g, h, w). Here g is any fixed base and h is
a randomly chosen element in Gq . w is a string in {0, 1}∗ output by W
called an auxiliary input [7, 10]. We consider the following experiment.
k
Experimentkea-indaux
Grp,H,H′ (1 )

(q, g) ← Grp(1k ), w ← W, a ← Zq , h := g a
(X, D) ← H(g, h, w), x′ ← H′ (g, h, w)
′

If(X a = D and g x ̸= X) then return WIN else LOSE.
Note that w is independent auxiliary input with respect to h in our experiment above. This independency is crucial ([7, 10]).
Then we define KEA advantage of H over Grp and H′ as;
def

kea-indaux k
Advkea-indaux
Grp,H,H′ (k) = Pr[ExperimentGrp,H,H′ (1 ) returns WIN].

Here an algorithm H′ is called the KEA extractor. We say that the KEA
holds when, for any PPT algorithm H, there exists a PPT algorithm H′
such that for any distribution W Advkea-indaux
Grp,H,H′ (k) is negligible in k.

3

A Prototype ID Scheme Secure against Two-phase
Concurrent Attacks

In this section we construct and discuss a prototype ID scheme IDproto.
3.1

IDproto and Its Security

IDproto consists of a triple (K, P, V) as shown in the Fig.1. On input
1k , a key generator K runs as follows. A group parameter generator Grp
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outputs (q, g) on input 1k . Then K chooses x ∈ Zq , puts X = g x and sets
pk = (q, g, X) and sk = (q, g, x). Then K returns (pk, sk).
P and V interact as follows. In the first round, V is given pk as input,
chooses a ∈ Zq randomly and computes h = g a . Then V sends h to P. In
the second round, P is given sk as input and receives h as input message,
computes D = hx . Then P sends D to V. Receiving D as input message, V
verifies whether (g, X, h, D) is a DH-tuple. For this sake, V checks whether
D = X a holds. If so, then V returns 1 and if not, then 0.
Key Generation
– K: given 1k as input;
• (q, g) ← Grp(1k ), x ← Zq , X := g x
• pk := (q, g, X), sk := (q, g, x), return (pk, sk)
Interaction
– V: given pk as input;
• a ← Zq , h := g a , send h to P
– P: given sk as input and receiving h as input message;
• D := hx , send D to V
– V: receiving D as input message;
• If D = X a then return 1 else return 0
Fig. 1. A Prototype ID Scheme IDproto

Theorem 1 IDproto is secure against two-phase concurrent attacks
under the Gap-DL assumption and the KEA; for any PPT two-phase
concurrent adversary A = (A1 , A2 ), there exists a PPT Gap-DL problem
solver S which satisfies the following tight reduction;
gap-dl
kea-indaux
Advimp-2pc
IDproto,A (k) 6 AdvGrp,S (k) + AdvGrp,H,H′ (k).

3.2

Proof of Theorem 1

Let A = (A1 , A2 ) be as in Theorem 1. Using A as subroutine, we construct
a Gap-DL problem solver S. The construction is illustrated in Fig.2.
S is given q, g, X = g x as a DL problem instance, where x is random
and hidden. S initializes inner state, sets pk = (q, g, X) and invokes A1
on pk.
In the first phase S replies in answer to A1 ’s queries as follows. In
case that A1 sends hi to the i-th prover clone Pi (sk), S queries its CDH
oracle CDH for the answer of a CDH problem instance (q, g, X, hi ) and
gets Di . Then S sends Di to A. In case that A1 outputs its inner state
st, S stops A1 and invokes A2 on st.
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In the second phase S replies in answer to A2 ’s query as follows. In
case that A2 queries V(pk) for the first message by an empty string ϕ, S
∗
chooses a∗ ∈ Zq randomly and computes h∗ = g a . Then S sends h∗ to
A2 . In case that A2 sends D∗ to V(pk), S verifies whether (g, X, h∗ , D∗ )
∗
is a DH-tuple. For this sake, S checks whether D∗ = X a holds. If it does
not hold then S returns a random element z ∈ Zq . If it holds then S
invokes the KEA extractor H′ on (g, h∗ , st). Here H′ is the one associated
with the H below;
H(g, h∗ , st){D∗ ← A2 (st, h∗ ), return(X, D∗ )}.
Note that (g, h∗ , X, D∗ ) is a DH-tuple because (g, X, h∗ , D∗ ) is a DHtuple. Note also that a distribution W is A1 here. An auxiliary input st
output by A1 satisfies independency with respect to h∗ .
When H′ outputs x∗ S checks whether x∗ is the discrete log of X on
base g. If so, S outputs z = x∗ and if not, a random element z ∈ Zq .
It is obvious that S simulates both concurrent Pi (sk)s and V(pk) per∗
fectly. Now we evaluate Gap-DL advantage of S. A wins iﬀ X a = D∗ . If
∗
∗
X a = D∗ then x∗ is output by H′ . If g x = X then S wins. Therefore;
∗

Pr[S wins] > Pr[A wins ∧ g x = X]
∗

= Pr[A wins] − Pr[A wins ∧ g x ̸= X].
So
That is;
3.3

∗

∗

Pr[S wins] > Pr[A wins] − Pr[X a = D∗ ∧ g x ̸= X].
imp-2pc
kea-indaux
Advgap-dl
Grp,S (k) > AdvIDproto,A (k) − AdvGrp,H,H′ (k). (Q.E.D.)

Discussion

Though the Gap-DL and the KEA are fairly strong assumptions, the fact
that IDproto is proven secure against two-phase concurrent attacks is
rather surprising, because it is obvious that IDproto is insecure under
man-in-the-middle attacks. To see it just recall the typical man-in-themiddle attack on Diﬃe-Hellman Key-Exchange.
Analogous phenomenon also occurs, for example, for the Schnorr ID
scheme [5]. It seems that the security against two-phase concurrent attacks is somewhat artificial. In Section 4 and Section 5 we modify IDproto
to strengthen its security up to (concurrent) man-in-the-middle level.

4

A Tag-Based ID Scheme Secure against CMIM Attacks

In this section we construct an ID scheme TagIDcmim. Referring to the
idea of the tag-based encryption scheme of Kiltz [17], we apply the tag
framework to IDproto to get TagIDcmim.
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Given (q, g, X) as input;
Initial Setting
– Initialize inner state, pk := (q, g, X), invoke A1 on pk
The First phase : Answering A1 ’s Queries
– In case that A1 sends hi to Pi (sk);
• Di ← CDH(g, X, hi ), send Di to A1
– In case that A1 outputs its inner state st;
• Stop A1 , invoke A2 on st
The Second phase : Answering A2 ’s Query
– In case that A2 queries V(pk) for the first message;
∗
• a∗ ← Zq , h∗ := g a , send h∗ to A2
– In case that A2 sends D∗ to V(pk);
∗
• If X a ̸= D∗ then return random element z ∈ Zq
• else invoke H′ on (g, h∗ , st) and get x∗ from H′
∗
If g x = X then return z := x∗
else return random element z ∈ Zq
Fig. 2. A Gap-DL Problem Solver S for the Proof of Theorem 1

4.1

TagIDcmim and Its Security

TagIDcmim consists of a triple (K, P, V). The construction is as shown in
the Fig.3. A string tag t is a priori given to P and V by the first round.
In our composition we set t in Zq .
On input 1k , a key generator K runs as follows. A group parameter
generator Grp outputs (q, g) on input 1k . Then K chooses x, y ∈ Zq , puts
X = g x and Y = g y , and sets pk = (q, g, X, Y ) and sk = (q, g, x, y). Then
K returns (pk, sk).
P and V interact as follows. In the first round, V is given pk as input. V
chooses a ∈ Zq randomly and computes h = g a and d = (X t Y )a . Then V
sends (h, d) to P. In the second round, P is given sk as input and receives
(h, d) as input message. P verifies whether (g, X t Y, h, d) is a DH-tuple.
For this sake, P checks whether htx+y = d holds. If it does not hold then
P puts D =⊥. Otherwise P computes D = hx . Then P sends D to V.
Receiving D as input message, V verifies whether (g, X, h, D) is a DHtuple. For this sake, V checks whether X a = D holds. If so, then V returns
1 and if not, then 0.
Theorem 2 TagIDcmim is secure against selectiev-tag concurrent manin-the-middle attacks under the Gap-CDH assumption; for any PPT selectievtag concurrent man-in-the-middle adversary A there exists a PPT GapCDH problem solver S which satisfies the following tight reduction;
gap-cdh
Advstag-imp-cmim
TagIDcmim,A (k) 6 AdvGrp,S (k).
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Tag-Receiving
– P and V receive a tag t ∈ Zq by the first round
Key Generation
– K: given 1k as input;
• (q, g) ← Grp(1k ), x, y ← Zq , X := g x , Y := g y
• pk := (q, g, X, Y ), sk := (q, g, x, y), return (pk, sk)
Interaction
– V: given pk as input;
• a ← Zq , h := g a , d := (X t Y )a , send (h, d) to P
– P: given sk as input and receiving (h, d) as input message;
• If htx+y ̸= d then D :=⊥ else D := hx , send D to V
– V: receiving D as input message;
• If X a = D then return 1 else return 0
Fig. 3. A Tag-Based ID Scheme TagIDcmim

4.2

Proof of Theorem 2

Let A be as in Theorem 2. Using A as subroutine, we construct a GapCDH problem solver S. The construction is illustrated in Fig.4.
S is given q, g, X1 = g x1 , X2 = g x2 as a CDH problem instance, where
x1 and x2 are random and hidden. S initializes inner state. S invokes A on
input 1k and gets the target tag t∗ from A. S chooses r ∈ Zq randomly.
∗
S puts Y = X1−t g r , sets pk = (q, g, X1 , Y ) and inputs pk into A. Note
that S knows neither x1 nor y, where y is the discrete log of Y ;
y = logg (Y ) = −t∗ x1 + r.
S replies in answer to A’s queries as follows.
In case that A queries V(pk) for the first message by ϕ, S chooses
∗
∗
a ∈ Zq randomly and S puts h∗ = X2 g a and d∗ = (h∗ )r . Then S sends
(h∗ , d∗ ) to A (Call this case SIM-V).
In case that A gives a tag ti and sends (hi , di ) to the i-th prover clone
Pi (sk), S verifies whether (g, X1ti Y, hi , di ) is a DH-tuple. For this sake,
S queries its DDH oracle DDH for the answer. If it is not satisfied then
∗
S puts Di =⊥. Otherwise S puts Di = (di /hri )1/(ti −t ) (Call this case
SIM-P). S sends Di to A. Note that, in the selective-tag framework, A is
prohibited from using t∗ as ti (i.e. t∗ ̸= ti for any i).
In case that A outputs D∗ to V(pk), S verifies whether (g, X1 , h∗ , D∗ )
is a DH-tuple. For this sake, S queries DDH for the answer. If so, then
∗
S returns Z = D∗ /X1a and if not, S returns random element Z ∈ Gq .
In the case SIM-V, S simulates V(pk) perfectly. This is because the
distribution of (h∗ , d∗ ) is equal to that of (h, d). To see it, note that (h∗ , d∗ )
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corresponds to (h, d) when x2 + a∗ is substituted for a;
∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

h∗ = g x2 +a , d∗ = (g x2 +a )r = (g r )x2 +a = (X1t Y )x2 +a .
In the case SIM-P, S simulates concurrent Pi (sk)s perfectly. This is
because Di is equal to hxi 1 by the following equalities;
(ti −t∗ )x1 +(t∗ x1 +y−r)

di /hri = hiti x1 +y−r = hi

(ti −t∗ )x1

= hi

.

As a whole S simulates both V(pk) and Pi (sk)s perfectly. Now we
evaluate Gap-CDH advantage of S. When A wins (g, X1 , h∗ , D∗ ) is a
DH-tuple and the followings hold;
∗

∗

D∗ = (g x1 )x2 +a = g x1 x2 X1a .
So S wins because its output Z is g x1 x2 . Therefore the probability that
S wins is lower bounded by the probability that A wins;
Pr[S wins] > Pr[A wins].
That is;

stag-imp-cmim
Advgap-cdh
Grp,S (k) > AdvTagIDcmim,A (k). (Q.E.D.)

Given (q, g, X1 , X2 ) as input;
Initial Setting
– Initialize inner state, invoke A on input 1k , get the target tag t∗ from A
∗
– r ← Zq , Y := X1−t g r , pk := (q, g, X1 , Y ), input pk into A
Answering A’s Queries
– In case that A queries V(pk) for the first message (the case SIM-V);
∗
• a∗ ← Zq , h∗ := X2 g a , d∗ := (h∗ )r , send (h∗ , d∗ ) to A
– In case that A gives ti and sends (hi , di ) to Pi (sk);
• If DDH(g, X1ti Y, hi , di ) ̸= 1 then Di :=⊥
∗
• else Di := (di /hri )1/(ti −t ) (the case SIM-P)
• Send Di to A
– In case that A sends D∗ to V(pk);
∗
• If DDH(g, X1 , h∗ , D∗ ) = 1 then return Z := D∗ /X1a
• else return random element Z ∈ Gq
Fig. 4. A Gap-CDH Problem Solver S for the Proof of Theorem 2

4.3

Discussion

By virtue of the tag framework, the solver S can simulate concurrent
prover clones (Pi (sk)s) perfectly in the interaction with a selective-tag
adversary A. Moreover, S embeds a portion of CDH problem instance
(X2 ) simulating a verifier (V(pk)) perfectly, and succeeds in extracting
∗
the answer (X1a times g x1 x2 ).
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5

An ID Scheme Secure against CMIM Attacks

In this section we construct an ID scheme IDcmim. We apply the CHK
transformation [9] to TagIDcmim. That is, to leave the tag framework, we
add a one-time signature OTS to TagIDcmim and replace the tag t by a
verification key vk.

5.1

IDcmim and Its Security

IDcmim consists of a triple (K, P, V). IDcmim employs a strong one-time
signature OTS = (SGK, Sign, Vrfy) such that the verification key vk is in
Zq . The definition and security of strong one-time signatures is noted in
Appendix A.
The construction is as shown in the Fig.5. On input 1k a key generator
K runs as follows. A group parameter generator Grp outputs (q, g) on
input 1k . Then K chooses x, y ∈ Zq , puts X = g x and Y = g y , and sets
pk = (q, g, X, Y ) and sk = (q, g, x, y). Then K returns (pk, sk).
P and V interact as follows. In the first round, V is given pk as input.
V runs signing key generator SGK on input 1k to get (vk, sgk). V chooses
a ∈ Zq randomly and computes h = g a and d = (X vk Y )a . V runs Signsgk
on message (h, d) to get a signature σ. Then V sends vk, (h, d), σ to P. In
the second round, P is given sk as input and receives vk, (h, d), σ as input
message. P verifies whether the signature σ for the message (h, d) is valid
under vk and whether (g, X vk Y, h, d) is a DH-tuple. For the latter sake,
P checks whether h(vk)x+y = d holds. If at least one of them does not
hold then P puts D =⊥. Otherwise P computes D = hx . Then P sends
D to V. Receiving D as input message, V verifies whether (g, X, h, D) is
a DH-tuple. For this sake, V checks whether X a = D holds. If so, then V
returns 1 and if not, then 0.
Theorem 3 IDcmim is secure against concurrent man-in-the-middle attacks under the Gap-CDH assumption and the one-time security in the
strong sence of OTS; for any PPT concurrent man-in-the-middle adversary A there exist a PPT Gap-CDH problem solver S and a PPT forger
F on OTS which satisfies the following tight reduction;
gap-cdh
ef-cma
Advimp-cmim
IDcmim,A (k) 6 AdvGrp,S (k) + AdvOTS,F (k).

The detailed proof of Theorem 3 is provided in Appendix B.
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Key Generation
– K: given 1k as input;
• (q, g) ← Grp(1k ), x, y ← Zq , X := g x , Y := g y
• pk := (q, g, X, Y ), sk := (q, g, x, y), return (pk, sk)
Interaction
– V: given pk as input;
• (vk, sgk) ← SGK(1k ), a ← Zq , h := g a , d := (X vk Y )a , σ ← Signsgk ((h, d))
• Send vk, (h, d), σ to P
– P: given sk as input and receiving vk, (h, d), σ as input message;
• If Vrfyvk ((h, d), σ) ̸= 1 or h(vk)x+y ̸= d then D :=⊥ else D := hx
• Send D to V
– V: receiving D as input message;
• If X a = D then return 1 else return 0
Fig. 5. An ID Scheme IDcmim

6

Conclusion

We have presented three ID schemes which are basically proofs of ability
to complete Diﬃe-Hellman tuples. By virtue of the tag framework, simulation went well in the security reduction for Theorem 2. At the same
time, embed-and-extract technique worked for CDH problem instance. As
a result, the second scheme got security against selective-tag concurrent
man-in-the-middle attacks based on tight reduction to the Gap-CDH Assumption. Applying the CHK transformation to the second scheme, We
left the tag-framework to get the third scheme.
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A

One-time Signatures

A one-time signature OTS is a triple of PPT algorithms (SGK, Sign, Vrfy).
SGK is a signing key generater which outputs a pair of a verification key
and a matching signing key (vk, sgk) on input 1k . Sign and Vrfy are a
signing algorithm and a verification algorithm, respectively. We say that
(m, σ) is valid if Vrfyvk (m, σ) outputs one. We require OTS to satisfy
the standard completeness condition. We also require OTS to be existentially unforgeable against chosen message attack (EUF-CMA) by any
PPT forger F. The following experiment is the strong one.
k
Experimentef-cma
OTS,F (1 )

(vk, sgk) ← SGK(1k ), m ← F (vk), σ ← Signsgk (m), (m′ , σ ′ ) ← F(vk, (m, σ))
If Vrfyvk (m′ , σ ′ ) = 1 ∧ (m′ , σ ′ ) ̸= (m, σ) then return WIN else LOSE.
Then we define advantage of existential forgery by chosen message attack
of F over OTS as;
def

ef-cma k
Advef-cma
OTS,F (k) = Pr[ExperimentOTS,F (1 ) returns WIN].

We say that a OTS is EUF-CMA (or, has one-time security) in the strong
sence when, for any PPT algorithm F, Advef-cma
OTS,F (k) is negligible in k
(and then we say that OTS is a strong one-time signature).

B

Proof of Theorem 3

Let A be as in Theorem 3. Using A as subroutine, we construct a GapCDH problem solver S. The construction is illustrated in Fig.6.
S is given q, g, X1 = g x1 , X2 = g x2 as a CDH problem instance,
where x1 and x2 are random and hidden. S initializes inner state. S
gets (vk∗ , sgk∗ ) from SGK(1k ) and chooses r ∈ Zq randomly. S puts
∗
Y = X1−vk g r , sets pk = (q, g, X1 , Y ) and invokes A on input pk. Note
that S knows neither x1 nor y, where y is the discrete log of Y ;
y = logg (Y ) = −vk∗ x1 + r.
S replies in answer to A’s queries as follows.
In case that A queries V(pk) for the first message by ϕ, S chooses
∗
∗
a ∈ Zq randomly and S puts h∗ = X2 g a and d∗ = (h∗ )r . S gets a
signature σ ∗ from Signsgk∗ ((h∗ , d∗ )). Then S sends vk∗ , (h∗ , d∗ ), σ ∗ to A
(Call this case SIM-V).
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In case that A sends vki , (hi , di ), σi to the i-th prover clone Pi (sk), S
verifies whether ((hi , di ), σi ) is valid under vki and whether (g, X1vki Y, hi , di )
is a DH-tuple. For the latter sake, S queries its DDH oracle DDH for the
answer. If at least one of them is not satisfied then S puts Di =⊥. Oth∗
erwise, if vki ̸= vk∗ then S puts Di = (di /hri )1/(vki −vk ) (Call this case
SIM-P). If vki = vk∗ , S aborts (Call this case ABORT). S sends Di to A
except the case ABORT.
In case that A outputs D∗ to V(pk), S verifies whether (g, X1 , h∗ , D∗ )
is a DH-tuple. For the latter sake, S queries DDH. If so, then S returns
∗
Z = D∗ /X1a and if not, S returns random element Z ∈ Gq .
In the case SIM-V, S simulates V(pk) perfectly. This is because the
distribution of (h∗ , d∗ ) is equal to that of (h, d). To see it, note that (h∗ , d∗ )
corresponds to (h, d) when x2 + a∗ is substituted for a;
∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

h∗ = g x2 +a , d∗ = (g x2 +a )r = (g r )x2 +a = (X1vk Y )x2 +a .
In the case SIM-P, S simulates concurrent Pi (sk)s perfectly. This is
because Di is equal to hxi 1 by the following equalities;
(vki −vk∗ )x1 +(vk∗ x1 +y−r)

i x1 +y−r
di /hri = hvk
= hi
i

(vki −vk∗ )x1

= hi

.

As a whole S simulates both V(pk) and Pi (sk)s perfectly except the
case ABORT. Now we evaluate Gap-CDH advantage of S. When A wins
(g, X1 , h∗ , D∗ ) is a DH-tuple and the followings hold;
∗

∗

D∗ = (g x1 )x2 +a = g x1 x2 X1a .
So S wins because its output Z is g x1 x2 . Therefore the probability that
S wins is lower bounded by the probability that A wins and the case
ABORT does not happen;
Pr[S wins] > Pr[A wins ∧ ¬ABORT]
> Pr[A wins] − Pr[ABORT].
imp-cmim
That is; Advgap-cdh
Grp,S (k) > AdvIDcmim,A (k) − Pr[ABORT].

Claim The probability that the case ABORT occurs is negligible in k.
Proof of the Claim Using A as subroutine, we construct a signature
forger F on OTS as follows. Given vk∗ as input, F initializes inner state,
chooses x1 , x2 ∈ Zq randomly and puts X1 = g x1 , X2 = g x2 . Similarly to
S, F generates r, Y, pk and invokes A on pk.
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In case that A queries V(pk) for the first message, F generates a∗ , h∗ , d∗
and sends vk∗ , (h∗ , d∗ ), σ ∗ to A in a similar way to S except querying its
signing oracle SIGN sgk∗ for a signature σ ∗ on (h∗ , d∗ ).
In case that A sends vki , (hi , di ), σi to the i-th prover clone Pi (sk), F
verifies whether the signature is valid and whether (g, X1vki Y, hi , di ) is a
DH-tuple. For the latter sake, F checks whether the following holds;
(vki −vk∗ )x1 +r

hi

= di .

Then, if vki ̸= vk∗ then F sends Di to A in a similar way to S. If vki = vk∗
then S returns ((hi , di ), σi ) and stops (Call this case FORGE).
Note that the view of A in F is the same as the view of A in S. So;
Pr[FORGE] = Pr[ABORT].
Now in the case FORGE the followings hold;
vki = vk∗ , ((hi , di ), σi ) ̸= ((h∗ , d∗ ), σ ∗ ).
This is because if ((hi , di ), σi ) were equal to ((h∗ , d∗ ), σ ∗ ) then the transcript of a whole interaction would be relayed by A. This is ruled out.
So in the case FORGE, F succeeds in making up an existential forgery
and we have Advef-cma
OTS,F (k) = Pr[FORGE](= Pr[ABORT]). But the advantage is negligible in k by the assumption in Theorem 3. (Q.E.D.)
Given (q, g, X1 , X2 ) as input;
Initial Setting
– Initialize inner state, (vk∗ , sgk∗ ) ← SGK(1k )
∗
– r ← Zq , Y := X1−vk g r , pk := (q, g, X1 , Y ), invoke A on pk
Answering A’s Queries
– In case that A queries V(pk) for the first message (the case SIM-V);
∗
• a∗ ← Zq , h∗ := X2 g a , d∗ := (h∗ )r , σ ∗ ← Signsgk∗ ((h∗ , d∗ ))
∗
∗
∗
∗
• Send vk , (h , d ), σ to A
– In case that A sends vki , (hi , di ), σi to Pi (sk);
• If Vrfyvki ((hi , di ), σi ) ̸= 1 or DDH(g, X1vki Y, hi , di ) ̸= 1 then Di :=⊥
• else
∗
If vki ̸= vk∗ then Di := (di /hri )1/(vki −vk ) (the case SIM-P)
else abort (the case ABORT)
• Send Di to A
– In case that A sends D∗ to V(pk);
∗
• If DDH(g, X1 , h∗ , D∗ ) = 1 then return Z := D∗ /X1a
• else return random element Z ∈ Gq
Fig. 6. A Gap-CDH Problem Solver S for the Proof of Theorem 3
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